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Abstract
The improvement of specific metal forming technologies, nowadays includes the use of numerical program packages. One such technology is
the radial extrusion of gears and gear-like components in the cold state. This technology is known for its high productivity, achievable high specific
strength and low cost per part produced. Improvements of such high technology products can be only achieved by the detailed numerical analysis.
Since there is a large number of programs available, it is necessary to carry out the comparisons between the experiment and simulation. One of
the commonly used methods is the comparison of experimentally and numerically obtained load–displacement diagrams. Although significant,
good accordance of such load–displacement diagrams is insufficient proof of having a good numerical model. In this paper an additional, nonconventional method is used to assess the strain distribution within the workpiece. Though the experimentally obtained strain field was used
as a reference, the numerically obtained strain distribution pointed to the highly stressed points, giving a direction to the further experimental
examination of strain distribution in greater detail. The result is an improvement of both experiment and numerical model. In the simulation there
are inherent non-linearities coming from geometry, strain hardening and friction. In the determination of the strain distribution, a very complex
phenomenon of restoration was used. The combination resulted in a model of the radial extrusion that can be used in numerical simulations of
similar metal forming processes.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Cold forging became a widely used technology in automotive
industry. High productivity, accuracy and absence of prerequisite
material heating, made it suitable in manufacturing of diverse
machine parts. Cylindrical spur gears [1–8], bevel gears [9–12],
helical gears [13–15], cross groove inner races [16–18] and many
other, even more challenging geometries, are produced within
the frames of this technology.
Problems concerning cold forging have multiplied themselves same way as the area of application did. Mechanical
properties depending on strain distribution within the workpiece,
friction, predicted die life and forming load are just some of the
questions that need more precise answer. An absence of material heating, results in large strains and stresses in both tool and
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workpiece. Detailed preparation of cold forging is necessary to
avoid defects in product and extend the die life.
Commercially available packages [19] play a significant
role in preparation and optimization of the metal forming processes in cold state. Key parameters like plastic strain distribution, that cannot be measured, have to be assumed. Finite
element method gives an opportunity to make an interpolation/assumption of the variables of the interest. In this paper,
MSC.Marc Mentat 2005r2 is used to perform a 3D R–P flow
analysis of cold forging of the bevel gear with the straight tapered
flanks.
Finite element method (FEM) based on virtual work principle
was used since it has found a wide area of application in simulations of diverse metal forming operations. Reasons to this are
quite simple; intuitive division of continuum into smaller parts
as firstly proposed by Courant, and secondly application of constitutive laws of the continuum mechanics to the engineering
problems. Together with Lagrangian approach it covers a wide
range of forming problems.
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Reliability of the numerical simulations cannot be taken for
granted. Not since they include three great areas of the research:
continuum mechanics, numerical analysis and computer technology. Immense number of complex notions coming from the
combination of these three areas, imposes a need to have at least
one experimental criteria to evaluate the used numerical program
package within the technology of cold forging.
Force–stroke diagram and strain distribution were used as
two different comparison criteria between MSC.Marc Mentat
2005r2 simulation and the experiment.
2. Tooling
Experimental basis was taken as a reference to estimate the
created FEM model and the used program. A tooling for radial
gear extrusion was designed and made as shown in Fig. 1. Modular construction with shrink fitted dies shows a great flexibility
of cold forging tool. Minor changes like replacement of the die
insert, enables the production of similar gear geometries as it
was performed in Ref. [20].
Force and displacement transducer incorporated in hydraulic
press resulted in the force–stroke diagram shown in Fig. 5. It
was used as a first simulation–experiment comparison criterion.
The aim was to obtain a relatively good force–stroke overlapping, reasonable calculation time and explainable numerical
behaviour of the simulation. Mentioned was accomplished with
low order tetrahedral element type. During simulation remeshing was performed to repair severely deformed mesh.
3. Numerical model

Open GL. Limitations coming from this kind of approach are
encompassed by respectable stability and ability to successfully
deal with models consisting up to 50,000 nodes without domain
decomposition. In other words it was able to deal with 200,000
linear and 50,000 parabolic elements on a single computer (2 Gb
memory required) under XP Windows.
Due to the axial symmetry of the gear, simulation was performed on one-twelfth of the geometry (Fig. 2). This increased
the element resolution to 0.7 mm and resulted in 5 h long calculation time for a simulation with friction modelling. Secondly,
mesh coarsening towards the axis of symmetry could have additionally shortened the calculation time. This was omitted in order
to achieve uniform element mesh along the horizontal plane
where the comparison of strain distribution was to be made.
Boundary conditions were set by the use of axisymmetric
planes since global remeshing was performed six times during
the simulation. Within 76 increments 1248 Newton–Raphson
cycles were performed. Residual force checking was used as
a criterion of proceeding to the next increment. Conditioning
number of the global stiffness matrix proved to be satisfying
since singularity ratio remained within the desired interval [23].
As already denoted R–P flow formulation was used to model
finite strain plasticity of commercially pure aluminium. Updated
Lagrange procedure was used to set and solve equilibrium equations in current state. Written in short form, a global stiffness
equation is used:
Kν = −f

(1)

where K is the stiffness matrix, f the nodal load vector and ν is
the nodal displacement vector.

Simulation was performed in MSC.Marc Mentat simulation
package. Although Marc is written in Fortran, it was used as a
closed source code and all the preprocessing was done in Mentat

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of tooling: (1) upper plate, (2) punch holder,
(3) punch, (4) replacable die insert, (5) inner ring, (6) outer ring, (7) lower plate
and (8) hydraulic 6300 kN press.
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Fig. 2. One-twelfth of the gear simulated with 27,000 finite elements.
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Finite strain plasticity with additive decomposition of
strain rates, adequate for R–P flow analysis [23] resulted
in a force–stroke diagram and strain distribution shown in
Figs. 5 and 4, respectively. Due to the overall complexity and
size of the FE model, the simplest, constant time loading scheme
was used.
The element used was a low order (linear), 4 + 1-noded,
isoparametric, three-dimensional, tetrahedron, using Herrmann
formulation. Incompressibility was imposed by means of
Lagrange multipliers since used element has an extra pressure
variable as the multiplier.
Flowchart was assigned to the model after Ref. [21]. Linear interpolation of the flow data was used in order to save the
processor time as much as possible.
All the objects in simulation except the aluminium billet were
modelled as rigid bodies. Reasonable calculation time of 5 h
enables the consideration of converting some parts of the closed
die into finite element mesh. In that case elastic body division
as proposed in Ref. [22] should be considered to minimize the
number of elements and calculation time.
Friction, besides geometry and strain hardening, as a third
source of non-linearity has been included through shear model.
Used friction model based on the nodal stresses, limited the
amount of friction coming from plastic deformations, but
required the stress recovery at the end of each increment. This
prolonged calculation time and resulted in premature termination of the simulation, as it can be seen from the force–stroke
diagram. Simulation stopped after 76 increments due to the
errors in stress recovery.
Therefore, an extra simulation was performed without friction. Result is complete fulfillment of the gear cavity and steep
load rise at the end of the force–stroke diagram coming from the
simulated die corner filling.
Residual force convergence testing with tolerance <0.1 was
taken as one of the checks of having a good numerical simulation. Secondly, a good conditioning of the system algebraic
equations yielded a singularity ratio (conditioning number of
the global stiffness matrix), to remain within the satisfactory
interval throughout the simulation [23].

4. Experimental determination of strain distribution
In order to homogenize the microstructure of the commercially pure aluminium, prepared Rastagaev probes were heat
treated for 16 h at 600 ◦ C. Air cooling resulted in uniform grain
sizes with mean linear intercept d = 0.25 mm [24]. Twelve previously prepared Al99.5 billets were accordingly upsetted to have
logarithmic strain from 0.1 to 0.12 in steps of 0.1. After upsetting
all the probes were heat treated at 500 ◦ C for 1 h and then horizontally cut. Prior to metallographic examination section surface
was prepared by: wet grinding, polishing and anodic oxidation
in 40% HBF4 solution in distilled water. Crystal structure of the
prepared surface was photographed under polarized light, and
mean linear intercept correlated to the strain of each probe. This
resulted in calibration curve shown in Fig. 3.
Al 99.5 billet was equivalently heat treated before and gear
after the cold forging and then horizontally cut at intersecting
plane 8 mm from the gear basis. The section surface was prepared in the same manner as for the probes and mean linear intercept determined. Comparison of the grain sizes via calibration
curve resulted in experimentally estimated strain determination
shown in Fig. 4.
5. Comparison of the experiment and simulation
Experimental determination of the strain distribution was performed along the numerically obtained contour bands shown in
Fig. 4. It was necessary to use this kind of approach since MLI
method gives large quantities of data that were easiest to handle
in this manner.
Both simulation and experiment give similar strain distributions bands. Since there are no grain sizes corresponding to
p
0.1 strain and numerically obtained equivalent strain εeq (2) is
greater than 0.2, calibration curve gives unique, functional relation between grain sizes and estimated strain. This results in
comparison of estimated and equivalent strain given in Fig. 4.
εpeq


=

Fig. 3. Calibration curve.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of force–stroke diagrams.

6. Conclusion

Fig. 4. Strain distribution obtained by numerical simulation and experimentally
by the use of calibration curve (denoted with exp.).
p

For the εeq = 0.2 − 0.5, estimated strain has a maximal absolute error of ±0.03. This can be attributed to both experimental
p
and numerical errors. Contour bands with a larger εeq > 0.5
represent less than 1/10 of the section area. Therefore, an average strain estimation was made as shown in Fig. 4. Interesting
fact is that the simulation has given a direction for the precise
examination of the tooth base. Extremely small grains around
the sharp corner yield ε > 0.7. Moreover, surface grains exhibit
even larger deformations that need more precise experimental
and numerical examination.
Force–stroke diagram given in Fig. 5 for the model with
friction, performs a numerically explainable behaviour. In the
beginning, sudden load rise comes from step movement of the
punch and its sudden contact with upper side of the billet. Second load rise takes place after punch has travelled a distance
of 0.5 mm and billet comes in contact with the surrounding
die.
Remeshes at stroke s = 1.9, 2.6, 3.1 and 3.8 mm result in
punch force jumps as it can be seen from Fig. 5. Model without
friction gives a steep load rise in the end of simulation coming from a die corner filling. Experimental rise of the force is
more gradual, since the elasticity of tooling and the press itself
compensates the corner filling load rise.

Commercial program packages, offering the possibility of
FE analysis undergo a constant improvement. Their complexity coming from the combination of the numerical mathematics,
computer technology and particular field of continuum mechanics results in loss of robustness particularly when large meshes
are in question.
Cold forging technology is a highly specific area of the
research and production. Therefore, it is possible and necessary
to apply the FE program packages in its development. Improvement of the model by the means of reverse engineering is the
only way to make use of commercial multi-purpose non-linear
programs like MSC.Marc Mentat 2005r2. Moreover, due to its
phenomenological background friction can be modelled only by
the use of reverse engineering.
Complete overlapping of the force–stroke diagram can be
obtained by changing the value of friction coefficient. The only
question that arises in that case is stability. Particular friction
model can result in premature termination of simulation, excessive prolongation of calculation time or yield erroneous results.
Therefore the FE method, besides the well-known theory usually
requires a trial and effort to obtain a correct numerical model.
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